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ABSTRACT
Changing the order of variables in bivariate triangular sets
has applications in Trager’s factorization algorithm, or in
rational function integration. We discuss the complexity of
this question, using baby steps / giant steps techniques and
trace formulas, obtaining subquadratic estimates.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:
I.1.2 [Computing Methodologies]: Symbolic and Alge-
braic Manipulation – Algebraic Algorithms

General Terms:
Algorithms, Experimentation, Theory

Keywords:
Triangular sets, Change of order

1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the complexity of
change of order for triangular sets in dimension zero. We re-
strict the discussion to bivariate systems: the relevant ideas
already appear in this situation, the notational difficulties
are minimized, and many applications are covered.

Let thus k be a field, which we assume to be perfect. A
triangular set for the order Y > X is a pair of polynomials
(S(X), T (X, Y )) in k[X, Y ], with T monic in Y , of degree
in X less than that of S, and such that the ideal (S, T ) is
radical. A triangular set for the order X > Y is defined
similarly, exchanging the roles of X and Y .

Given a triangular set (S, T ) for the order Y > X, we wish
to compute triangular sets (Uj , Vj) for the order X > Y ,
that is, polynomials of the form

˛̨
˛̨ V1(Y, X)

U1(Y )
,

˛̨
˛̨ V2(Y, X)

U2(Y )
. . .

˛̨
˛̨ Vn(Y, X)

Un(Y )
(1)

which describe the same set of points. Technically, we ask
that the product of all ideals (Uj , Vj) equals (S, T ). Such
triangular sets are not unique, but a canonical choice exists,
see Subsection 3.1. Our monicity requirement is the reason
why in general, several triangular sets may be needed in
the output: the ideal generated by the polynomials X2−X
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and Y 2 − (2X + 1)Y + 2X cannot be generated by a single
triangular set (U, V ) for the order X > Y .

Complexity measures. Our goal is to give complexity es-
timates for computing polynomials (Uj , Vj) as above. To
state these results, we denote by M : N→ N a function such
that over any ring R, degree d polynomials in R[X] can be
multiplied in M(d) operations in R. Furthermore, we make
the super-additivity assumptions of [19, Ch. 8]. Using the
results of [9], one can take M(d) ∈ O(d log(d) log log(d)).

We let ω ∈ [2, 3] be such that n × n matrices over k can
be multiplied in O(nω) operations in k. Since it is used
repeatedly in the sequel, the quantity ω−1

2
∈ [ 1

2
, 1] is denoted

by η. Using the results of [11], one can take ω ≤ 2.38, and
thus η ≤ 0.69 and η + 1 ≤ 1.69.

We write f ∈ O (̃g) if f is in O(g logα(g)) for some α.
Thus, M(d) is in O (̃d).

Main results. In what follows, we write s = degX S and t =
degY T (so that optimal algorithms would have complexity
linear in st). We make the following assumption, which is
used below to apply some exponentiation techniques:

(H) : 2, . . . , st are units in k, i.e., char(k) > st.

Our results cover several cases, from the particular to the
general. In generic situations, the output consists in a single
pair of polynomials (U, V ); our first statement applies to this
case. Our second result assumes that T is linear in Y ; in
the general case, we rely on probabilistic techniques.

Theorem 1. Suppose that the ideal (S, T ) can be gener-
ated by a single triangular set (U, V ) for the order X > Y .
Then (U, V ) can be computed in O(M(st)(sη + log(t))) ⊂
O (̃sη+1t) operations in k.

Theorem 2. Suppose that t = degY T = 1. Then poly-
nomials (Uj , Vj) as in Equation (1) can be computed using
O(sηM(s) log(s)) ⊂ O (̃sη+1) operations in k.

Theorem 3. One can compute polynomials (Uj , Vj) as in
Equation (1) by a probabilistic algorithm with the following
characteristics. The algorithm chooses a, b ∈ k; there exists
a non-zero polynomial ∆ ∈ k[a,b] of degree at most st(st−
1), such that if ∆(a, b) 6= 0, the algorithm succeeds, with a
complexity in O((st)ηM(st) log(st)) ⊂ O (̃(st)η+1).

Using the Zippel-Schwartz lemma [19, Lem. 6.44], one can
deduce estimates on the probability of success, if |k| is large
enough. Furthermore, failure in the algorithm can be de-
tected, so Las-Vegas type estimates could be deduced.

Previous work. A more general approach of the conversion
from any Gröbner basis is described in [25], with cost cubic



in st. Palgie [6] solves our question as well, under a pri-
mality assumption that can likely be lifted in our case, but
no complexity statement is given. The FGLM algorithm [18]
performs this operation, when the output consists in a single
triangular set, with a cubic complexity upper bound.

The problem of changing order actually admits a well-
known solution in the bivariate case, essentially described
in [38]. The first step consists in computing the resultant
U of S and T with respect to X; the squarefree factors of
U are the polynomials Ui introduced above. To recover the
algebraic dependence of X in terms of Y , one computes the
gcd of S and T modulo each Ui.

The best known algorithms for such resultant computa-
tions have complexity in O (̃s2t), see [19, Ch. 11]. The GCD
computation admits similar upper bounds: if all Ui are ir-
reducible, the analysis of [19, Th. 22.10] readily yields this
estimate; otherwise, using the analysis done in [14] of the
D5 principle [15, 21] leads to the same bound.

In the general case, these estimates have to be compared
with the estimates of O (̃(st)η+1) of Theorem 3, which indi-
cates that a threshold should exist. In the particular cases
of Theorem 1 and 2, however, our estimates are better. For
instance, in the important case when T is linear in Y , i.e.
when t = 1, the previous results were of quadratic complex-
ity in s, whereas that of Theorem 2 becomes subquadratic.

The basic contribution of this paper consists in bringing
together several ideas already present in the literature.

The bases of this work are baby steps / giant steps tech-
niques for “power projections”, which can be traced back to
work of Kaltofen [22] and Shoup [34]. More recent articles
discuss the specific problem of bivariate power projection
that we address below: the article [37] makes no use of fast
matrix multiplication, the article [23] gives no complexity
estimate, and the algorithm of [3] treats only a particular
case. Our novelty is the use of polynomial matrix multi-
plication for power projection; this idea was used before by
Nüsken and Ziegler for the similar (dual) problem of bivari-
ate modular composition, in the case where t = 1 [27].

We use trace formulas to perform the change of order.
This idea appears in [29], in the special case when Y is
a “separating element”, and in [17] for the general case.
Baby steps / giant steps techniques are not used in these
references, but the input of these algorithms is more general
than ours; those techniques are then used in [5, 30]. Last,
the geometric point-of-view (equiprojectable decomposition)
used in Section 3 is introduced in [13], following [24, 10].

Applications. In this paper, we discuss only bivariate oper-
ations, having in mind the following applications.

Trager’s factorization algorithm [38]. Let S be a ir-
reducible polynomial in k[X], and let P = k[X]/S. Trager’s
algorithm addresses the question of factoring a monic poly-
nomial T in P [Y ], by reducing this question to univariate
factorization over k. We present a variant of this algorithm,
all of whose basic steps rely on the material presented above.

The polynomial T can be seen in k[X, Y ]; after performing
a random change of variable Y ← Y + αX to put Y in
general position, one changes the order of X and Y in the
system (S, T ). Since we are in general position, the output
consists in a single triangular set (U(Y ), V (Y, X)), where
additionally V has degree 1 in X. Theorem 1 can be applied
to perform this change of order.

The next step consists in factoring U . Then, for each

factor Ui of U , define Vi = V mod Ui. The final step of the
algorithm consists in applying the inverse change of order to
each system (Ui(Y ), Vi(Y, X)), to restore the original order
Y > X. Since each Vi has degree 1 in X, we can apply
Theorem 2 to perform this task (exchanging the roles of X
and Y in the statement of the theorem).

Trager’s original algorithm uses resultant and GCD com-
putations. Using fast resultant and GCD techniques, the
cost of all conversions performed in [38] is seen to be in
O (̃s2t), with our usual notation s = degX S and t = degY T .
For comparison’s sake, applying Theorems 1 and 2 yields a
complexity estimate in O (̃(st)η+1) for our approach.

Rational function integration [28, 38, 26]. A closely
related question is rational function integration. We address
here logarithmic integration: let A, B be in k[X], with A
squarefree, and deg B < deg A; then, the antiderivative of
B
A

can be expressed as a sum of logarithms.
More precisely, Rothstein and Trager showed the follow-

ing (see also [19, Ch. 22]). Let C be Y − ( B
A′ mod A) in

k[X, Y ], and let (Uj , Vj)i≤n be the polynomials obtained af-
ter changing the order of X and Y in the system (A, C).
Then the following formula holds:

B

A
=

P
j≤n

P
Uj(β)=0β

V ′j (β,X)

Vj(β,X)
,

which amounts (in characteristic zero) to
R

B
A

=
P

j≤n

P
Uj(β)=0β log(Vj(β, X)).

Since C is linear in Y , Theorem 2 yields the following.

Corollary 1. The logarithmic part in rational function
integration can be performed in O(sηM(s) log(s)) ⊂ O (̃sη+1)
operations in k.

This subquadratic result improves [19, Th. 22.10], which
gives a quadratic complexity estimate of O(M(s)2 log(s))
(and requires an additional factorization).

Univariate factorization with symmetries. A final
motivation for this work comes from a problem of univari-
ate factorization, originating from the Schoof-Elkies-Atkin
point counting algorithm (see [32] and references therein).

For simplicity, we present an analogous, simplified version
of this problem: we are to factor the self-reciprocal polyno-
mial S = X6 − 5X5 + 6X4 − 9X3 + 6X2 − 5X + 1. The set
of roots of S is globally invariant under the map X 7→ 1

X
,

and the function X 7→ X + 1
X

is invariant for this action.
Hence, it is natural to introduce T = Y −(X +1/X mod S),
which equals Y − (X5− 5X4 + 6X3− 9X2 + 5X − 5). Now,
change the order of X and Y in (S, T ). We obtain

V = X2 − Y X + 1 , U = Y 3 − 5Y 2 + 3Y + 1.

We factor U , obtaining for instance U1 = Y 2 − 4Y − 1 as a
factor, and we restore the initial order Y > X in the system
(V, U1). This yields

˛̨
˛̨ T1 = Y + X3 − 4X2 − 4

S1 = X4 − 4X3 + X2 − 4X + 1,

from which we deduce the factor S1 of S. Hence, through
change of order, we were able to halve the degree of the
polynomial to factor. In our initial question, we were given
a polynomial that plays the role of X + 1

X
here, from which

we similarly could make a factorization problem simpler.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
We first discuss basic operations on polynomials, such as

multiplication or remaindering. The main result of this sec-
tion is Proposition 3 of Subsection 2.2, which gives cost esti-
mates for multiple evaluation of a linear form. Our first goal
is to establish complexity results; space limits prevent us
from providing pseudo-code for the algorithms we describe.

2.1 Polynomial operations
Notation. We introduce notation for polynomials with a
given support. If M is a finite subset of N2, we let

k[X, Y ]M =
nP

(i,j)∈Ma(i,j)X
iY j | a(i,j) ∈ k

o
.

Given a Laurent series c =
P

c(i,j)X
iY j , we write

TruncM (c) =
P

(i,j)∈Mc(i,j)X
iY j ∈ k[X, Y ]M .

Our most useful supports will be rectangular. Given q, r and
s, t in N, we denote by A(q, r ; s, t) the subset of N2 given by

A(q, r ; s, t) = {(i, j) ∈ N2 | q ≤ i ≤ r, s ≤ j ≤ t}.
When q = s = 0, we will write A(r, t) = A(0, r ; 0, t). Then,
for M = A(r, t) and a in k[X, Y ]M , we write revM (a) =
XrY ta (1/X, 1/Y ) ∈ k[X, Y ]M . This extends the notation
revd(b) = Xdb(1/X) in use for univariate polynomials b ∈
k[X] (see [19, Ch. 9]), which we use below as well.

In terms of complexity, our basic measure is the cost of
multiplication. Using Kronecker’s substitution Y ← X2r+1,
we get the following easy result, also in Corollary 8.28 of [19].

Proposition 1. Let M = A(r, t). Given a, b in k[X, Y ]M ,
one can compute ab in O(M(rt)) ⊂ O (̃rt) operations in k.

Finally, given E, F ⊂ N2, E + F denotes their Minkowski
sum, and 2E denotes the sum E + E.

Computing truncated products. We now discuss the com-
plexity of computing several truncated products of bivariate
polynomials. In the following subsection, we will need to
solve the following technical problem. Let N = A(p, q) ⊂ N2,
for some p, q ∈ N, let s, t, d be in N, and define F = A(d, t−
1)+{(s−1, t−1)}, that is, F = A(s−1, s−1+d ; t−1, 2t−2).
Given S and Z in k[X, Y ]N , consider the truncated prod-
uct (S, Z) 7→ TruncF (SZ). Computing one such product is
straightforward, and little can be gained over a naive ap-
proach. However, when several instances of this operation
are performed, polynomial matrix multiplication can help.

Proposition 2. Let n be in N, such that (d+1)n ∈ O(s).
Given S1, . . . , Sn and Z1, . . . , Zn in k[X, Y ]N , one can com-
pute all TruncF (SiZj) using O(nω−1M(sq)) ⊂ O (̃nω−1sq)
operations in k.

Proof. It is useful to define e = d+1, and to let E ⊂ N2 be
A(d, q). Then, the polynomials Si and Zi in k[X, Y ]N can
be expressed as polynomials in Xe:

Si = Si,0 + Si,1X
e + Si,2X

2e + · · ·+ Si,mXme,
Zi = Zi,0 + Zi,1X

e + Zi,2X
2e + · · ·+ Zi,mXme,

with all Si,j and Zi,j in k[X, Y ]E , and m = bp/ec. Next,
writing α = b(s − 1)/ec, we define for r ∈ {−1, 0, 1} the
vectors with entries in k[X, Y ]E :

si,r = [Si,0, . . . , Si,α+r] and zi,r = [Zi,α+r, . . . , Zi,0].

These definitions yield the following lemma.

Lemma 1. For all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, TruncF (SiZj) equals

TruncF (
P
−1≤r≤1(si,r · zt

j,r)X
(α+r)e).

Proof. For all i, j, SiZj =
P

0≤c≤2m

P
a+b=cSi,aZj,bX

ce.
All monomials in a summand Si,aZj,bX

ce have degree in X
between ce and ce + 2d. Now, the definitions of α and e
show that ce > (s−1)+d for c ≥ α+2 and ce+2d < (s−1)
for c ≤ α−2. Due to our truncation pattern, it thus suffices
to consider c ∈ {α− 1, α, α + 1}. ¤

We now conclude the proof of the proposition. For r ∈
{−1, 0, 1}, let Sr be the matrix with rows si,r, i ≤ n, and
let Zr be the matrix with columns zt

i,r, i ≤ n. Then by the
previous lemma, the products TruncF (SiZj) are the entries

of the polynomial matrix TruncF (
P
−1≤r≤1(Sr·Zr)X

(α+r)e),
where truncation is applied entry-wise. The matrix Sr has
n rows and α + r + 1 ∈ O(s/e) columns, and the matrix Zr

has α + r + 1 ∈ O(s/e) rows and n columns.
Since en ∈ O(s), computing each product Sr · Zr is re-

duced to perform O(s/en) sums and products of n× n ma-
trices with entries in k[X, Y ]E . Hence, the complexity is that
of O(nωs/en) = O(nω−1s/e) multiplication of polynomials
in k[X, Y ]E , plus of some additions which have a negligible
cost. By Proposition 1, one multiplication of polynomials
in k[X, Y ]E has cost in O(M(eq)). Since en ∈ O(s), e is in
O(s); hence, this cost is in O(eM(sq)/s), due to the assump-
tions of [19, Ch. 8] on the function M. Putting the previous
estimates together concludes the proof. ¤

2.2 Modular operations
Let now (S(X), T (X, Y )) be a triangular set in k[X, Y ].

The main purpose of this subsection is to prove the estimates
of Proposition 3 below, on the cost of evaluating linear forms
modulo (S, T ) on suitable entries.

Let Q be the quotient k[X, Y ]/(S, T ). Writing s =
degX S, t = degY T and M = A(s− 1, t− 1), Q admits as a
basis the set of monomials kM = {xiyj | i ≤ s−1, j ≤ t−1},
where x and y are the images of X and Y modulo (S, T ).
The set of k-linear forms Q → k forms the dual space
Q∗ = Homk(Q, k); in what follows, elements of Q∗ will be
represented through their values on the basis kM .

Proposition 3. Let d, e be in N, with d < s, e ≥ t, and
(d + 1)e ≤ 2st. Given ` in Q∗, one can compute all `(xiyj),
for i ≤ d and j ≤ e, in time O(sηM(st)) ⊂ O (̃sη+1t).

Similar questions for univariate polynomials have been ad-
dressed in [34, 37], and the bivariate case is discussed in [37,
23, 3]. Our approach is in the continuation of these previous
works: the direct extension of these results would lead to a
complexity in O (̃(st)η+1); using Proposition 2 of the previ-
ous subsection will enable us to reduce the cost O (̃sη+1t).

Duality. We start by recalling a basic duality operation.
Let R be a polynomial ring over k (below, R equals k[X]
or k[X, Y ]), let I be a zero-dimensional ideal of R and let
Q = R/I . Then the dual space Q∗ is endowed with a
natural Q-module structure: for a ∈ Q and ` ∈ Q∗, a · ` is
the linear form such that (a · `)(b) = `(ab) for all b in Q.



Remark. The transposition principle [8, Th. 13.20] asserts
that the cost of applying a linear map is the same as that
of applying its dual map, up to small correction terms (see
also [34, 37, 23]). The map ` 7→ a · ` is the dual of the
“multiplication-by-a” endomorphism of Q. Hence, follow-
ing [4, 3], we could present an algorithm to realize the map
` 7→ a · ` by “transposing” that for the map b 7→ ab, using
tools such as “transposed polynomial multiplication”. How-
ever, giving the details of this transposition process exceeds
our space limits. Thus, we will give an ad-hoc algorithm for
the map ` 7→ a · `; an advantage of this approach is that this
algorithm can be implemented “as-is” on most platforms.

Basic tasks: univariate case. We continue with known
material on operations modulo a univariate polynomial. Let
R be a ring, let F be a monic polynomial in R[Γ] of degree
d, and let Q = R[Γ]/F (below, R is either our initial base
field k, or the quotient k[X]/S, and Γ is then either X or
Y ). We discuss the complexity of the following operations:

1. For A in R[Γ], with deg A ≤ 2d−2, compute A mod F .

2. For λ ∈ Q∗ = HomR(Q, R), compute λ(γi), for i ≤
2d− 2, with γ = Γ mod F .

To perform these tasks, we will use the algorithms of re-
spectively [19, Ch. 9.1] and [33, Th. 3.1]. They yield
the following complexity results, where we write revd(F ) =
ΓdF (1/Γ) for the reciprocal polynomial of F .

Lemma 2. Suppose that 1/revd(F ) mod Γd−1 is known.
Then operations 1 and 2 can be done using 2 multiplications
in degree at most d in R[Γ], and O(d) additions in R.

Basic tasks: bivariate case. We now discuss bivariate ana-
logues of the two questions raised above. Given a finite
subset F ⊂ N2, consider the following tasks:

1. ModF : Given a in k[X, Y ]F , compute a mod (S, T ).

2. EvalF : Given ` ∈ Q∗, compute `(xiyj), for (i, j) ∈ F .

Observe that the question of Proposition 3 can then be re-
stated as computing EvalE , with E = A(d, e). In this para-
graph however, we will consider only a special case of this
question, where F = 2M = A(2s− 2, 2t− 2).

Proposition 4. For F = 2M , one can solve problems 1
and 2 using O(M(st)) ⊂ O (̃st) operations in k.

Proof. The proof is now split in 4 steps. As a preamble,
note that the triangular structure of the input polynomials
enables us to define the following tower of extensions:

k → P = k[X]/S → Q = k[X, Y ]/(S, T ) ' P [Y ]/T.

Observe the following fact, proved as Lemma 2.2.(i) in [20]:

(F) degree d multiplication in P [Y ] has cost O(M(sd)).

Step 1. Let us first define the auxiliary polynomials
revs(S) = XsS(1/X) and revt(T ) = Y tT (X, 1/Y ), whose
power series inverses are needed to apply Lemma 2. Both
inverses are computed using Newton’s iteration. The analy-
sis of [19, Ch. 9.1] shows that 1/revs(S) mod Xs−1 ∈ k[X]
can be computed in time O(M(s)); using Fact (F), 1/revt(T )
mod Y t−1 ∈ P [Y ] can be computed in time O(M(st)).

Step 2. To reduce a polynomial a ∈ k[X, Y ]2M modulo
(S, T ), we first consider it as a polynomial in k[X][Y ] and
reduce all its coefficients modulo S, obtaining a polynomial
b. Applying Lemma 2 with F = S ∈ k[X], the cost of this
step is O(M(s)) for each coefficient; hence the total cost is

in O(M(s)t) ⊂ O(M(st)). Now, b can be seen in P [Y ]; the
second step thus consists in reducing it modulo T in P [Y ].
Applying Lemma 2 with F = T ∈ P [Y ] and using Fact (F),
the cost of this step is in O(M(st)) as well. This proves the
first point of the proposition.

Step 3. From now on, we will denote by Q∗ = Homk(Q, k)
the dual of Q and by P ∗ = Homk(P, k) the dual of P . To
prove the second point, we first define a P -module map φ :
P ∗ → P . For any λ in P ∗, there exists a unique Φ(λ) ∈ k[X]
of degree less than s such that

P
i≥0

λ(xi)

Xi+1 = Φ(λ)
S

,

see Proposition 1 in [5]. We let φ(λ) = Φ(λ) mod S ∈ P ;
then the same proposition implies that φ is P -linear. Know-
ing λ (i.e., its values on the basis 1, . . . , xs−1 of P ), comput-
ing φ(λ) requires one polynomial multiplication in degree at
most s; recovering λ from φ(λ) is done by a division modulo
Xs. Hence both can be done in time O(M(s)).

Step 4. Let now ` be in Q∗; given `, i.e., the values `(xiyj)
for i ≤ s− 1 and j ≤ t− 1, we want to compute the values
`(xiyj), for i ≤ 2s− 2 and j ≤ 2t− 2.

For j ≥ 0, define a linear form `j ∈ P ∗ by `j(a) = `(ayj).
Then, our problem can be restated as follows: knowing the
values of `0, . . . , `t−1 at 1, . . . , xs−1, compute `j(x

i) for i ≤
2s− 2 and j ≤ 2t− 2.

We first compute `t, . . . , `2t−2 at 1, . . . , xs−1. To this ef-
fect, for j ∈ N, let mj = φ(`j). Since we know `0, . . . , `t−1

at 1, . . . , xs−1, by the remarks above, m0, . . . , mt−1 can be
computed in O(M(s)t) operations in k. We next deduce
mt, . . . , m2t−2. Define L ∈ HomP (Q, P ) by L(yj) = mj for
0 ≤ j ≤ t − 1. We claim that L(yj) = mj for all j ∈ N.
Indeed, for any j, we can rewrite yj as

P
0≤r≤t−1 αj,ry

r, for
some αj,r in P , whence by application of φ,

mj =
P

0≤r≤t−1 αj,rmr =
P

0≤r≤t−1 αj,rL(yr) = L(yj).

Applying Lemma 2 to L with F = T ∈ P [Y ], and us-
ing Fact (F), we deduce that mt, . . . , m2t−2 can be com-
puted in O(M(st)) operations in k. From these polynomi-
als, `t, . . . , `2t−2 can be deduced for O(M(s)t) operations. It
then suffices to apply Lemma 2 to each `j , j ≤ 2t− 2, with
F = S ∈ k[X] to conclude. The cost is again in O(M(s)t);
putting all costs together finishes the proof. ¤
Modular multiplication and its dual. We can now give
complexity estimates for the maps (a, b) 7→ ab ∈ Q and
(a, `) 7→ (a · `) ∈ Q∗. Recall that M denotes A(s− 1, t− 1).

Proposition 5. Given a, b in Q, one can compute ab ∈
Q using O(M(st)) ⊂ O (̃st) operations in k.

Proof. We compute the product C of the canonical preim-
ages a and b in k[X, Y ]M , and reduce it modulo (S, T ).
Then, C belongs to k[X, Y ]2M , so the complexity estimate
follows from Propositions 1 and 4. ¤
To discuss the dual product, we use a preparatory result.
Given ` ∈ Q∗, and a finite E ⊂ N2, we define the generat-
ing series SE(`) =

P
(i,j)∈E `(xiyj)XiY j ∈ k[X, Y ]E . Let

then a be in Q, and A its canonical preimage in k[X, Y ]M .
The following lemma shows how deduce SE(a · `) from the
product of suitable polynomials; see [5, Prop. 1] for a proof.

Lemma 3. Let F be the Minkowski sum E+{(s−1, t−1)}.
Then Xs−1Y t−1SE(a · `) = TruncF (revM (A) · SE+M (`)).



Corollary 2. Given a in Q and ` in Q∗, one can com-
pute a · ` using O(M(st)) ⊂ O (̃st) operations in k.

Proof. We first compute Eval2M (`); the cost is in O(M(st))
by Proposition 4. Then, we compute revM (A) · S2M (`),
which costs O(M(st)) as well by Proposition 1. Applying
Lemma 3 with E = M , we obtain SM (a · `), which yields
the values of a · ` on the canonical basis of Q. ¤
Proof of Proposition 3. We conclude by proving Proposi-
tion 3. As an intermediate step, we show how several dual
products of the form EvalE(ai · `j) can be computed fast,
using the results of the previous subsection.

Lemma 4. Let d < s be in N, and let E = A(d, t − 1).
Given a1, . . . , an in Q, `1, . . . , `n in Q∗, with (d+1)n ∈ O(s),
one can compute all EvalE(ai · `j) using O

`
nω−1M(st)

´ ⊂
O (̃nω−1st) operations in k.

Proof. We first compute all EvalE+M (`i), for i ≤ n. Since
d < s, E is contained in M , so Proposition 4 shows that
this can be done in O(nM(st)) operations in k. For i ≤ n,
let Ai be the canonical preimage of ai in k[X, Y ]M , and let
Bi = revM (Ai); define also Ci = SE+M (`i), which we can
deduce for no cost from EvalE+M (`i). Defining

F = E + {(s− 1, t− 1)} = A(s− 1, s− 1 + d; t− 1, 2t− 2),

Lemma 3 shows that computing TruncF (BiCj) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤
n yields all SE(ai · `j), which gives the wanted output. Let
N = E + M = A(s + d− 1, 2t− 2); then all Bi and Cj have
support in N . Since (d+1)n ∈ O(s), the result follows from
Proposition 2, with p = s + d− 1 and q = 2t− 2. ¤
We can now conclude the proof of Proposition 3, using baby
steps / giant steps techniques. Recall the problem: given
` ∈ Q∗, we want to compute the values `(xiyj) for i ≤ d and
j ≤ e, with d < s, e ≥ t, and (d + 1)e ≤ 2st. Writing E =
A(d, e), our problem thus amounts to compute EvalE(`).

Define δ = de/te. The set E can be rewritten as the union
E = E0∪· · ·∪Eδ−1, with Em = A(0, d ; mt, mt+(t−1)), and
in particular E0 = A(d, t − 1). Then, to compute EvalE(`),
it suffices to compute all EvalEm(`), for m ≤ δ − 1. Writing
z = yt, observe further that EvalEm(`) = EvalE0(y

mt · `) =

EvalE0(z
m ·`). Let n = d

√
δe, and let w = zn. Any m ≤ δ−1

can be written as m = i+nj, with i, j ≤ n. Then, zm equals
ziwj , so the linear form zm · ` equals zi · `j , with `j = wj · `.
Thus, our problem is reduced to compute all EvalE0(z

i · `j),
which was dealt with in Lemma 4.

Computing z requires no operation, since it can be read
off the polynomial T . Computing all required powers zi, in-
cluding w, takes O(nM(st)) operations using Proposition 5.
Using Corollary 2, computing all linear forms `j takes time
O(nM(st)) as well. Finally, our assumptions d < s, e ≥ t
and (d + 1)e ≤ 2st easily imply that (d + 1)n ≤ 4s and that
n is in O(

√
s); hence, Lemma 4 gives a complexity estimate

in O(s
ω−1

2 M(st)) = O(sηM(st)), as requested. ¤

3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS

3.1 Geometric description
We first discuss basic properties of zero-dimensional vari-

eties in the affine plane A2(k), where k is an algebraic closure
of k. Let π be the map π : (α, β) ∈ A2(k) 7→ β ∈ A1(k),
let Z be a zero-dimensional variety in A2(k), and let πZ be

the restriction of π to Z. Then, we define

NZ : β ∈ A1(k) 7→ |π−1
Z (β)|.

Thus, NZ(β) is the number of points of the form (α, β) in
Z. We write deg(π, Z) = max NZ(β) for β in A1(k). Follow-
ing [1], we say that Z is equiprojectable (for the projection
π) if all fibers of πZ have the same cardinality, i.e., if NZ(β)
equals deg(π, Z) for all β ∈ π(Z).

Lemma 5. [1] Z is equiprojectable if and only if it can be
defined by a triangular set (U(Y ), V (Y, X)) for the order
X > Y . Then, degY U = |π(Z)| and degX V = deg(π, Z).

When Z is not equiprojectable, we can decompose it into a
union of equiprojectable varieties [13]. For i ∈ N>0, define

Zi = {(α, β) ∈ Z | NZ(β) = i},
that is, Zi is the subset of all points in Z having exactly
i points in their π-fiber. Thus, if Zi is not empty, it is
equiprojectable, and the degree deg(π, Zi) equals i.

There exist only finitely many indices i for which Zi is
not empty; we denote them by d1 < · · · < dn. We call
Zd1 , . . . , Zdn the equiprojectable components of Z; they form
a partition of Z. By the remark above, deg(π, Zdj ) = dj ;
writing ej = |π(Zdj )|, we have |Zdj | = djej . Defining e =
|π(Z)|, remark in particular the equality

d1e1 + · · ·+ dnen = |Zd1 |+ · · ·+ |Zdn | = |Z|. (2)

By Lemma 5, each Zdj can be defined by a triangular set
(Udj (Y ), Vdj (Y, X)) for the order X > Y , with degY Udj =

ej and degX Vdj = dj . Note the factorizations over k:

Udj (Y ) =
Q

β∈π(Zdj
)(Y − β) (3)

Vdj (β, X) =
Q

(α,β)∈π−1
Z

(β)
(X − α) for β ∈ π(Zdj ). (4)

3.2 Algebraic tools
We now additionally suppose that Z is defined by a tri-

angular set (S(X), T (X, Y )) for the order Y > X; we want
to compute all triangular sets (Udj (Y ), Vdj (Y, X)), for the
order X > Y (observe that we have slightly modified the no-
tation of Equation (1), since it makes indexation easier later
on). As in Section 2, we write s = degX S and t = degY T ,
so that |Z| = st; note the inequalities dn ≤ s and e ≥ t.
Finally, we define Q = k[X, Y ]/(S, T ), and let x and y be
the images of X and Y in Q.

Preliminaries: fast exponentiation. Let R be a ring, d ∈
N, and F ∈ R[Γ], with F (0) = 0. Assuming that 2, . . . , d
are units in R, we define the truncated exponential of F by

expd(F ) =
Pd

i=0
F i

i!
mod Γd+1.

Lemma 6. The following holds:

1. If R = k, then expd(F ) can be computed in O(M(d))
operations in k.

2. If R = k[Y ]/U , with U in k[Y ] of degree e, then expd(F )
can be computed in O(M(ed)) operations in k.

See [7, 31] for a proof in the first case; the second case follows
similarly, using Kronecker’s substitution.

Minimal and characteristic polynomials. We return to
our bivariate setting. Given a ∈ Q, we denote by Mula the



endomorphism of multiplication by a in Q. The character-
istic and minimal polynomials of a are then defined as the
characteristic and minimal polynomials of Mula; we will de-
note them by χa and ma. Then, χa satisfies the following
fundamental property [12, Prop. 4.2.8], originating from [2].

Proposition 6. For all a in Q, the polynomial χa ∈ k[Y ]
equals

Q
(α,β)∈Z(Y − a(α, β)).

Proposition 7. The squarefree factorization of χy is

χy = Ud1
d1
· · ·Udn

dn
. The minimal polynomial my factors as

my = Ud1 · · ·Udn =
Q

β∈π(Z)(Y − β).

Proof. Consequence of Proposition 6 and Equation (3). ¤
Trace formulas. The trace of an element a ∈ Q is the trace
of Mula; hence, the trace is a linear map, which we will write
tr ∈ Q∗. Following [29, 17], the bases of all our algorithms
will be suitable trace formulas, relying on the following easy
consequence of Proposition 6: for all a ∈ Q, we have

tr(a) =
P

(α,β)∈Za(α, β). (5)

Proposition 8. All tr(xiyj), with i ≤ s−1 and j ≤ t−1,
can be computed using O(M(st)) ⊂ O (̃st) operations in k.

Proof. Define the residue res ∈ Q∗ as the linear form that
maps a ∈ Q to its coefficient coeff(a, xs−1yt−1), when a
is written on the canonical basis of Q. Then the residue
formula [16] shows that tr = ∂S/∂X · (∂T/∂Y · res), and
Corollary 2 concludes the proof. ¤
It is well-known that given the traces of the powers of y, one
can deduce its characteristic polynomial.

Proposition 9. The polynomial revst(χy) ∈ k[Y ] equals

expst(−
Pst

i=1 tr(yi)Y i

i
).

Proof. Proposition 6 and Equation (5) imply that the New-
ton sums of χy are the traces of the powers of y. The result
is now a generating series restatement of Newton’s relations,
which can be applied due to our assumption (H). ¤
Proposition 9 will be used to eliminate X. The next step
will consist in recovering the dependency of X in terms of Y :
this is done in Proposition 11 below, for which we need some
preliminary results. We first define a “trace-like” map trb,
by the following formula: for all β ∈ A1(k), and all b ∈ Q,

trb(β) =
X

(α,β)∈π−1
Z

(β)
b(α, β), (6)

where the empty sum equals zero. The definition of trb

involves algebraic numbers, but the following proposition
shows that it can be computed using rational formulas.

Proposition 10. For b in Q, the product Sb =
reve(my)

P
i≥0 tr(b yi)Y i is in k[Y ], and has degree at most

e− 1. Defining Rb = reve−1(Sb) (m′
y)−1 mod my, the equal-

ity Rb(β) = trb(β) holds for all β ∈ π(Z).

Proof. By Equation (5),
P

i≥0 tr(b yi)Y i equals

P
i≥0

P
(α,β)∈Zb(α, β)βiY i =

P
(α,β)∈Z

b(α,β)
1−βY

=
P

β∈π(Z)

P
(α,β)∈π

−1
Z

(β)
b(α,β)

1−βY
=
P

β∈π(Z)
trb(β)
1−βY

.

Reducing the last sum to common denominator yields
Q

β∈π(Z)trb(β)
Q

β′∈π(Z),β′ 6=β(1− β′Y )Q
β∈π(Z)(1− βY )

;

identifying the denominator with reve(my), we get

Sb =
Q

β∈π(Z)trb(β)
Q

β′∈π(Z),β′ 6=β(1− β′Y ),

which establishes our first claim. We further deduce that

reve−1(Sb) =
Q

β∈π(Z)trb(β)
Q

β′∈π(Z),β′ 6=β(Y − β′).

Hence, for all β ∈ π(Z), reve−1(Sb)(β) = trb(β)m′
y(β). ¤

For i ∈ N and j = 1, . . . , n, we write Ri = Rxi and Ri,j =
Ri mod Udj . Next, we define Pj = k[Y ]/Udj , and let vdj

be the image of Vdj in Pj [X]. Knowing vdj enables us to
recover Vdj , since Vdj has degree in Y less than that of Udj .
Now, working modulo Udj yields the following proposition.

Proposition 11. For all j ≤ n, the equality revdj (vdj ) =

expdj
(−Pdj

i=1 Ri,j
Xi

i
) holds in Pj [X].

Proof. By logarithmic derivation, it suffices to prove that

revdj
(vdj

)′

revdj
(vdj

)
= −Pi≥0Ri+1,jX

i in Pj [[X]].

We extend scalars from k to k, and prove this identity in
Pj [X], where Pj = k[Y ]/Udj . By Chinese remaindering,

Pj '
Q

β root of Udj
k[Y ]/(Y − β) ' k

dj ,

the reduction maps being evaluations at the roots of Udj .
Let us thus consider a root β of Udj . By Equation (4), the
image of vdj through evaluation at β is the polynomial

Vdj (β, X) =
Q

(α,β)∈π−1
Z

(β)
(X − α),

which implies that

revdj
(Vdj

(β,X))′

revdj
(Vdj

(β,X))
= −P

(α,β)∈π−1
Z

(β)

P
i≥0 αi+1Xi.

By Equation (6), this equals −Pi≥0 trxi+1(β)Xi. By

Proposition 10, trxi+1(β) = Ri+1(β) = Ri+1,j(β). Using
the isomorphism (7) finishes the proof. ¤

3.3 Complexity statements
Computing Ud1

, . . . ,Udn . The first step consists in elimi-
nating the variable X, by computing Ud1 , . . . , Udn .

Proposition 12. One can compute Ud1 , . . . , Udn and my

using O(M(st)(sη + log(t))) ⊂ O (̃sη+1t) operations in k.

Proof. We first compute the traces of all elements in the
monomial basis of Q; by Proposition 8, the cost is O(M(st)).
The assumptions of Proposition 3 being satisfied, all tr(yj)
for j ≤ st can be computed in time O(sηM(st)). Then, we
compute χy using Proposition 9; the cost is in O(M(st)) by
Lemma 6.1. By Proposition 7, its squarefree factorization
yields Ud1 , . . . , Udn and my. Due to assumption (H), the
cost is in O(M(st) log(st)), see [19, Th. 14.23]. ¤
Computing points of bounded degree. The next step con-
sists in recovering Vd1 , . . . , Vdn . To reach an admissible com-
plexity result, however, we compute a partial output first.

Let δ ≤ dn be some fixed threshold. Then, there exists
a unique j(δ) ≤ n such that dj(δ) ≤ δ < dj(δ)+1, with for
consistency d0 = 0 and dn+1 = ∞. The variety Z can
correspondingly by decomposed as the disjoint union

Z = Zd1 ∪ · · · ∪ Zdj(δ) ∪ Z(δ),



where Z(δ) is the union of all π-fibers of cardinality more
than δ. Observe in particular that the equiprojectable de-
composition of Z(δ) is given by Zdj(δ)+1 , . . . , Zdn .

Using the previous results, we show how to compute
all polynomials Vd1 , . . . , Vdj(δ) , assuming that all quantities
computed in the proof of Proposition 12 are still available.

Proposition 13. Suppose that (δ + 1)e ≤ 2st. Then
one can compute all polynomials Vd1 , . . . , Vdj(δ) using

O(M(st)(sη + log(t))) ⊂ O (̃sη+1t) operations in k.

Proof. We first compute all traces tr(xiyj), for i ≤ δ and
j ≤ e. Recall that δ ≤ dn ≤ s and e ≥ t; hence, if δ < s,
Proposition 3 gives this output, with a cost of O(sηM(st)).
If δ = s, Proposition 3 only gives tr(xiyj) for i < δ; however,
the missing values can be recovered for the same cost, for
instance by applying the same approach to (x · tr).

We now compute all polynomials Ri,j , for i ≤ δ and
j ≤ n. For fixed i, knowing tr(xiyj) for j ≤ e, the poly-
nomial Sxi of Proposition 10 is obtained by a multiplication
in degree e, hence for a cost of M(e); then Ri = Rxi can
be computed in time O(M(e) log(e)) using [19, Cor. 11.6].
Given Ri, all polynomials Ri,j , for j ≤ n, can be deduced in
O(M(e) log(e)) operations, using [19, Cor. 10.17]. Hence, all
Ri,j for i ≤ δ and j ≤ n can be computed in O(δM(e) log(e))
operations. Due to our assumption (δ+1)e ≤ 2st, this cost is
in O(M(st) log(st)). Finally, we deduce Vd1 , . . . , Vdj(δ) using
Proposition 11; by Lemma 6.2, each exponential requires
time O(M(eidi)); using Equation (2), the total cost is in
O(M(st)). Summing all costs yields our bound. ¤
If Z is equiprojectable, we have n = 1 and dne = st, so that
(dn+1)e ≤ 2st. Hence, a single application of Proposition 13
with δ = dn gives us Vdn ; this proves Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. We now out the details of a special
case, when the input polynomial T (X, Y ) has the form Y −
T(X), i.e. when t = 1. In this case, each subset Z′ of Z can
be defined by a triangular set (SZ′(X), Y − TZ′(X)). Two
particular cases will be considered:

Case 1. For j ≤ n, Zdj can be defined by a triangular set
(SZdj

(X), Y − TZdj
(X)). We will write SZdj

= Adj and

TZdj
= Bdj for simplicity.

Case 2. For δ ≤ dn, the set Z(δ) = Z − Zd1 · · · − Zdj(δ)

introduced previously can be defined by a triangular set
(SZ(δ)(X), Y − TZ(δ)(X)). We will write SZ(δ) = Cδ

and TZ(δ) = Dδ for simplicity. Note that S = C0 and
T = D0. For δ < δ′, we have Cδ = Cδ′

Q
j(δ)<j≤j(δ′)Adj

and D′
δ = Dδ mod Cδ′ . This follows from the equality

Z(δ) =
S

j(δ)<j≤j(δ′)Zdj ∪Z(δ′), where the union is disjoint.

These remarks suggest the following algorithm: suppose
that (Cδ, Y −Dδ) are known. Then, we compute (Udj , Vdj )
for all j(δ) < j ≤ j(δ′), then all corresponding (Adj , Bdj ),
and finally (Cδ′ , Y −Dδ′) through the above equations.

For complexity statements, we extend the previous nota-
tion by e(δ) = |π(Z(δ))|. In Z(δ), all π-fibers have cardinal-
ity at least δ + 1, so that in particular, (δ + 1)e(δ) ≤ |Z(δ)|.

Proposition 14. Let δ < δ′ ∈ N, such that (δ′+1)e(δ) ≤
2|Z(δ)|. Given (Cδ, Y −Dδ), one can compute all (Udj , Vdj )
and (Adj , Bdj ) for j(δ) < j ≤ j(δ′), as well as (Cδ′ , Y−Dδ′),
using O(sηM(s)) operations in k.

Proof. We apply Propositions 12 and 13 to (Cδ, Y −Dδ),
since all necessary conditions are satisfied; one checks that

these yields the polynomials (Udj , Vdj ) for j(δ) < j ≤ j(δ′),
and that the complexity fits into the requested bound. Then,
we have to compute all (Adj , Bdj ). This is done by applying
Theorem 1 to the (Udj , Vdj ), but exchanging the roles of X
and Y in the statement of the theorem. For a given j, the
cost is in O((djej)

ηM(djej)); in view of Equation (2), the
sum of these costs is in O(sηM(s)) as well.

Computing the product of all Adj has cost O(M(s) log(s))
by [19, Lem. 10.4]; Cδ′ and Dδ′ are obtained in time
O(M(s)) [19, Th. 9.6]. Putting all estimates together fin-
ishes the proof. ¤
This enables us to conclude the proof of Theorem 2. We set
δ0 = 0; the corresponding C0 = S and D0 = T are known.
Then, we set δi = 2i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ dlog2(s)e, and successively
apply the previous proposition with δ = δi and δ′ = δi+1,
for i ≥ 0; in particular, this produces all requested polyno-
mials (Udj , Vdj ). It remains to check that the assumption
of the proposition is satisfied: for i ≥ 0, (δi+1 + 1)e(δi)
equals (2δi +1)e(δi). By the above discussion, this is upper-
bounded by 2|Z(δi)|, as requested. The complexity estimate
of Theorem 2 follows, concluding the proof.

The general case. Our solution reduces to the previous
case, using a general position argument.

Step 1. Substitute Y by Y = Y ′ + aX in the input system
(S, T ), for some random a ∈ k, and perform the change of
order in the modified system: for generic a, the output con-
sists in a single set of polynomials U(Y ′), V (Y ′, X), where
V has degree 1 in X, and U has degree st.

Step 2. Substitute X by X = X ′ + bY ′ in (U, V ), for
some random b ∈ k, and restore the initial order: for
generic b, the output consists in a single set of polynomials
(S′(X ′), T ′(X ′, Y ′)), where T ′ has degree 1 in Y ′, and S′

has degree st. We are now in general coordinates (X ′, Y ′).

Step 3. Restore the initial Y coordinate, by replacing Y ′ by
its value (Y −aX ′)/(ab+1) in (S′, T ′). Perform the change
of order on the system, which has degree 1 in Y ; this yields
a family of polynomials (Udj (Y, X ′), Vdj (Y, X ′)). Replacing
X ′ by its value (1 + ab)X − bY yields the wanted output.

Steps 1 and 2 are done using Theorem 1; Step 3 relies on
Theorem 2; the changes of variables have negligible cost [19,
Th. 9.15]. The complexity estimate of Theorem 3 follows.
Success of the algorithm requires that both Y ′ = −aX + Y
and X ′ = (1 + ab)X − bY separate the points of Z. Let
∆X′ and ∆Y ′ ∈ k[a,b] be the discriminants of the charac-
teristic polynomials of −aX + Y and (1 + ab)X − bY in
k(a,b)[X, Y ]/(S, T ), where a,b are new variables. If (a, b)
does not cancel ∆ = ∆X′∆Y ′ , our separating condition
holds. Now, both ∆X′ and ∆Y ′ are non-zero polynomials of
degree at most st st−1

2
, and the result follows. ¤

4. EXPERIMENTS
We implemented the algorithms of the previous section in

C++, on top of Shoup’s NTL library [35, 36]. Our imple-
mentation works over finite fields, for which NTL provides
product, division, GCD and resultant. The implementation
uses improvements not detailed above (reuse of quantities
often needed, transposed operations [4]); finer threshold se-
lection strategies were used, for the determination of the
number of baby / giant steps. Polynomial matrix multi-
plication was done using evaluation and interpolation. We
used a cubic matrix multiplication algorithm, but the low



constant in this algorithm made the linear algebra part less
than 10% of the time for the largest reported example.

We compare our algorithm with the resultant / GCD ap-
proach discussed in the introduction, on input of the form
(S(X), T (X, Y )) with s = degX S = δ2 and t = degY T = 1,
and output (U(Y ), V (Y, X))), with degY U = degX V = δ.
The following figure reports our result; the timings are ob-
tained on a Pentium 3-M, 1GHz machine, with 256 Mb of
memory.
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Using naive matrix product, our algorithm is in the same
complexity class as the resultant / GCD approach; how-
ever, as mentioned above, the linear algebra contribution to
the total time is far from dominant. This partly explains
the ratio we observe; the other reason is that our algorithm
uses mostly basic operations (multiplications), where the re-
sultant computation relies on the fast Euclidean algorithm.

5. CONCLUSION
An important practical case is that of polynomials with

rational coefficients (particularly for the application to ra-
tional integration). A natural approach is to use Hensel
lifting: the article [13] gives a probabilistic algorithm to do
so, and its performances have to be experimented in our
situation. Besides, the question remains of extending these
algorithms to the n-variate case. The ideas are the same,
but the analysis still has to be done.
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